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Ad Targeting on Mobile Devices 
• Need reliable location information 

• We collected 21.6M RTB requests on Wed 2/6/2013 

•  The majority of them (57%) did not have location 
information 

• Reasons behind the missing location information 
1.  The RTB system did not forward it 
2.  The SSP did not forward it 
3.  The device did not capture it 
4.  The user did not enable location-based services 
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•  RTB: Real-Time Bid 
•  SSP: Supply Side Provider 

Problem Definition 
• Accurately infer location information for IPs in 
RTB requests 

• What type of location information should we infer? 
•  Latitude, longitude 
• Census Block Groups (CBGs) 
•  Zip codes 
• … 
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privacy-friendly  
location Information 

Census Block Groups (CBGs) 
• Assumption 

• CBGs comprise location information fine-grained enough 
for useful hyper-local ad targeting, yet coarse-grained 
enough to avoid major privacy concerns. 

• Why is this reasonable? 
• Covers a contiguous area 

• Never crosses state or county boundaries  

• Contains between 600 and 3,000 people 

• US is divided into ~212K CBGs 
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•  US is divided into ~8.2M CBs 

•  US is divided into 43K zip codes 

Geo-locating IP addresses on mobile 
networks is hard 
• Balakrishnan et al.  

(IMC 2009) examined  
properties of cell-phone  
IP addresses 

• Mobile IPs are ephemeral  
and their addresses are  
itinerant  

• Example: An individual  
cell phone can report  
different IP addresses to  
various servers within a  
short time-period 
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Answers to IP → Location queries provided by 
7 geo-location services; the actual cell phone 
is in Mountain View, CA.  
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ABSTRACT
Cell phones connected to high-speed 3G networks constitute
an increasingly important class of clients on the Internet.
From the viewpoint of the servers they connect to, such de-
vices are virtually indistinguishable from conventional end-
hosts. In this study, we examine the IP addresses seen by
Internet servers for cell phone clients and make two obser-
vations. First, individual cell phones can expose di↵erent IP
addresses to servers within time spans of a few minutes, ren-
dering IP-based user identification and blocking inadequate.
Second, cell phone IP addresses do not embed geographical
information at reasonable fidelity, reducing the e↵ectiveness
of commercial geolocation tools used by websites for fraud
detection, server selection and content customization. In ad-
dition to these two observations, we show that application-
level latencies between cell phones and Internet servers can
di↵er greatly depending on the location of the cell phone,
but do not vary much at a given location over short time
spans; as a result, they provide fine-grained location infor-
mation that IPs do not.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.5 [Computer Systems Organization]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks—Internet ; C.1.3 [Computer Systems
Organization]: Other Architecture Styles—Cellular Archi-
tecture

General Terms
Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
Smartphones connected to high-speed 3G networks are an

increasingly important class of clients on the Internet. From
the viewpoint of the websites they visit, such devices are vir-
tually indistinguishable from conventional wired end-hosts,
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Figure 1: Answers to IP ! Location queries pro-
vided by seven geolocation services; the actual cell
phone is in Mountain View, CA.

running fully functional browsers that display standard con-
tent with high fidelity. As with any wired host, a cell phone
exposes limited information to Internet servers in the form
of a User-Agent tag and an IP address.

In this paper, we examine the properties of the IP ad-
dresses exposed by cell phones to servers on the Internet;
these IPs typically belong to application and network-level
proxies within the carrier’s network. Websites widely use IP
addresses to identify end-hosts — for example, to prevent re-
peated voting on polls, or to prevent malicious activity. In
addition, they often attempt to geolocate clients using IP ad-
dresses, using commercial services that map IPs to physical
locations. Geolocation enables websites to implement more
sophisticated functionality such as fraud detection, content
customization and proximal server selection. IP-based iden-
tification and geolocation are known to work extremely well
for wired end-hosts despite the prevalence of Network Ad-
dress Translation (NAT) boxes and dynamic IP addresses
[6].

Unfortunately, IP-based geolocation does not work well
for cell phones. The graphic in Figure 1 shows the results of
self-localization queries executed at seven di↵erent geoloca-
tion services by a cell phone in Mountain View, California.
The query results from five of the services are not even lo-
calized to the same US state; later in this paper we’ll see
that the most accurate service shown does not work well
for other locations. In this study, we show that the reasons
for geolocation inaccuracy are two-fold. First, cell phone
IPs are ephemeral, changing rapidly across HTTP requests
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Many devices often use the same public IP 
address 
• Metwally & Paduano  

(KDD 2011) estimated  
the number of users of  
an IP address by keeping  
track of the application- 
specific traffic 

•  The primary goal of their  
work was to combat  
“abusive” traffic  
(such as DDoS attacks, ad click fraud and email spam) 
without violating the user privacy 
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A. Metwally and M. Paduano. Estimating the number of users behind IP 
addresses for combating abusive traffic. In KDD, pages 249–257, 2011.  

users share IPs. This is illustrated by Fig. 1 that shows the
distribution of 10M random IPs (from Google ad click log
files) shared by 26.9M total estimated ad users.

Figure 1: The estimated sizes of 10M random IPs.

Estimating sizes from the log files is not straightforward.
Näıve counting of distinct user identifications, e.g., cookie
IDs or “user agents” (UAs), per IP fails to accurately esti-
mate sizes. Corporate NAT devices usually have the same
UA on all hosts. Similarly, an Internet cafe host is used by
several users sharing the same user ID. Meanwhile, small IPs
can masquerade as large IPs by clearing or farming cookies,
and overwriting UAs in HTTP requests. Therefore, esti-
mating sizes by distinct counting of cookies and UAs may
result in over-estimation or under-estimation. Filtering traf-
fic based on these inaccurate sizes yields high false negatives
and high false positives, respectively.
Instead, this paper proposes using the log files to build

statistical models that are later used for estimating sizes.
However, this approach poses some challenges.

1. The log files do not contain only legitimate traffic. The
existence of abusive traffic entries in these files degrades
the quality of the models and the estimated sizes. To
avoid such quality degradation, the models should be
built only from the traffic of the trusted users1. This
introduces a sampling bias in the traffic used to build
the models. To mitigate this bias later in the estima-
tion phase, only the trusted traffic of each IP2 during
a period, p, is used to estimate its size for p (§ 2.).

2. The sizes of the IPs change due to legitimate reasons,
such as reassignments, flash crowds and business-week
cycles. For an estimation period, p, the log files cannot
be finalized before the end of p. They are then ana-
lyzed to produce estimates after each IP has already
made its activities during p. Hence, estimated sizes
are always lagging behind real-time sizes. Meanwhile,
real-time abuse detection needs the estimates when p
begins. This lag reduces the filtering accuracy when an
IP legitimately changes size (§ 4).

1Trusted users, identified by cookie IDs for example, are
typically those whose activity was rarely tagged as abusive
by any existing filter. If this is the only deployed filter,
trusted users can be alternatively defined as those with some
signature of good traffic, where the definition of good traf-
fic is application-dependent. For combating ad click fraud,
trusted cookies can be defined as those with a relatively
high conversion rate, where conversions are rare but trusted
post-click activities, like purchases from the advertisers.
2Traffic entries tagged by filters are logged in abusive log
files. Both trusted and untrusted traffic entries exist in the
log files. Only untrusted entries exist in the abusive log files.

Given the above challenges, our contributions can be bet-
ter laid down into the following three efforts:

1. building statistical models for size estimation in an au-
tonomous, passive and privacy-preserving way from ag-
gregated log files (§ 3),

2. devising a distributed efficient algorithm that examines
previous size estimates, and produces a predicted size
for each possible IP for a period p before p begins to
mitigate the deleterious effects of lag (§ 4), and

3. setting traffic filtering thresholds based on the sizes
without any manual intervention (§ 5).

The cycle and the interdependencies between these three
processes is summarized in § 2.

2. THE SIZE ESTIMATION CYCLE
The cycle of size estimation and filtering is laid out in this

section. The basic cycle consists of four processes that com-
municate via log files and size lookup tables. For period p,
the inputs and outputs of the real-time traffic event logging,
estimation, predictions, and real-time abuse detection pro-
cesses are formalized in relations 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

trafficp
RT-Log(p)
−−−−−−→ log-filesp (1)

log-filesp ✶entry abusive-log-filesp
Est(p)
−−−−→ estimates-tablep

(2)

∀p−2
i=p−w−1estimates-tablei

Prd(p)
−−−−→ predictions-tablep (3)

trafficp ✶IP predictions-tablep
RT-Abuse-Dtct(p)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ abusive-log-filesp

(4)
Real-time logging, denoted RT-Log(p) in rel. 1, finalizes

the traffic log-filesp as p + 1 starts. Next, the log-filesp are
consumed, among other input, by the estimation process,
Est(p), to produce the estimates-tablep mapping IPs that
issued traffic during p to their estimated sizes (rel. 2). Next,
the algorithm for predicting sizes, Prd(p+2), consumes the
estimates-tables from a sliding window of length w periods3,
p−w+1 through p, to produce the predictions-tablep+2. We
assume that before the beginning of p + 2, this prediction
process, Prd(p+2), completes and produces the predictions-
tablep+2, mapping IPs to their predicted sizes of period p+2.

The estimates-tables that contributed to predictions-tablep

are shown in rel. 3. The predictions-tablep is used by the
real-time abuse detection process, denotedRT-Abuse-Dtct(p)
in rel. 4, to produce the abusive-log-filesp for p. The abusive-
log-filesp contain the IDs of the traffic entries in log-filesp
identified as abusive. The abusive-log-filesp are joined with
the log-filesp by Est(p) to disregard the abusive traffic en-
tries, and produce estimates based solely on legitimate traf-
fic (rel. 2). While this joining makes estimation exclusively
based on non-abusive traffic, care should be taken to avoid
over-filtering of legitimate traffic.

This over-filtering caveat is best clarified by an example.
Let IP 10.1.1.1 be stable at an estimated size of 1 for the pe-
riods p−w through p−1, and then suddenly observes a flash
3The length, w, of the estimates window should be long
enough to span cycles in the activities of the IPs such that
Prd(.) considers legitimate cyclic size changes. Conversely,
w should not be excessively large not to include very old
sizes unrepresentative of future sizes. In our system, the
estimates window was set to span several weekly cycles.
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Estimated Size of 10M Random IPs 

Hyperlocal: A Graph Mining Solution 
1.  Classify IPs as mobile vs. non-mobile 
2.  Construct a movement graph with mobile and 

non-mobile IP nodes 
3.  Use a local relational classifier on each unknown 

node to infer latitude and longitude  
4.  Assign Census Block Group (CBG) ID to the 

inferred latitude and longitude using a k-nearest 
neighbor approach 
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•  L.T. Le, T. Eliassi-Rad, F. Provost, L. Moores. Hyperlocal: Inferring Location of IP Addresses in 
Real-time Bid Requests for Mobile Ads. ACM SIGSPATIAL LBSN 2013. 

•  F. Provost, T. Eliassi-Rad, L. Moores. Methods, Systems, and Media for Determining Location 
Information from Real-time Bid Requests. US Patent Number 9014717, issued April 21, 2015. 

• Mobile IPs tend to 
change position 
more quickly than 
non-mobile IPs 

• Default r = 100m 
(range of current 
Wi-Fi routers) 
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IP 

Does 3rd party database 
say IP is mobile? 

Yes 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

No 

Does the IP appear outside 
radius r in 24 hours? 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

IP is classified 
as non-mobile 

Yes No 

1. Classifying IPs as Mobile vs. Non-mobile 
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Reversing Third Party Decision 
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2. Constructing IP × IP Movement Graph 
• Circle nodes are non-mobile IPs 
• Diamond nodes are mobile IPs 

• Mobile IPs are time-stamped because they are transient 

• An edge indicates an NUID’s movement from one 
IP to another 
• Each edge stores 

• # of movements between  
its endpoints, and 

•  inter-arrival times (IATs)  
for all movements across it 
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NUID: A network exchange ID associated with each device 

3. Employing Local Relational Classifiers 

• Why local? 
•  The farther out one moves in the movement graph, the farther away 

one gets geographically 

•  The movement graph is big è non-local approaches can be 
computationally burdensome 

•  Local relational classifier used: wvRN 
•  wvRN stands for weighted-vote Relational Neighbor [Macskassy & 

Provost, JMLR 2007] 

•  wvRN estimates the class membership probabilities and assumes 
homophily in the network data 
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What weights should we use in wvRN? 
• Number of movements 

•  Intuition: A node v will be closer in distance to its neighbors with 
whom it has more movements 

•  The data contains many edges with only one movement 

• Minimum IAT 
•  Intuition: The longer the IAT, the longer distance the user has 

potentially moved (sans traffic) 
•  Uses the normalized minimum IAT between two IPs 
•  Weight on the movement between node v and its neighbor i is 

•  minIATv is the minimum IAT across all of a given node v’s edge 
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IP 

Does 3rd party database 
say IP is mobile? 

Yes 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

No 

Does the IP appear outside 
radius r in 24 hours? 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

IP is classified 
as non-mobile 

Yes No 

Figure 2: Decision Procedure for determining if an IP address
is mobile or non-mobile. The extra condition on whether an
IP is non-mobile is added because mobile IP addresses tend to
change position more quickly than non-mobile IP addresses [1].

NUID appears at hIP
A

, t1i and hIP
A

, t2i, but we do not consider
this is a movement and do not add an edge between them.

There may be multiple movements between two nodes in our IP
movement network. For each edge in our movement network, we
keep track the number of movements and inter-arrival times (IATs)
between them. Number of movements is the number of times that
we observe one NUID use the first IP and then change to using the
second IP. IAT of a movement is the time gap between the appear-
ances of NUID when it changes from one IP address to another.
Since there are multiple movements between, we actually have dis-
tributions of IATs over the edges. However, in our experiments, we
only use the minimum IAT of all movements on an edge since a
smaller IAT indicates a smaller distance.

3.2 Employing Local Relational Classifiers
When inferring location on the IP⇥IP movement graph, it is de-

sirable to do inference locally. This is because (1) the farther out
one moves in this movement graph, the farther away one gets ge-
ographically; and (2) the movement graph is often very large so
non-local approaches can be computationally burdensome.

For our local relational classifier, we utilize wvRN, which stands
for weighted-vote Relational Neighbor classifier [6]. wvRN esti-
mates class membership probabilities using the assumption of ho-
mophily (i.e., like attracts like) in the network data. Given the exis-
tence of homophily, wvRN performs well when compared to more
complex classifiers [6].

The key for our inference problem is what weight to use in wvRN.
We consider two weights: number of movements and minimum
IAT. We refer to the former as wvRN(numMoves) and the latter
as wvRN(minIAT).
wvRN(numMoves) uses the number movements between two

IP addresses as the weight in wvRN. The intuition behind this weight
is that a node v will be closer in distance to its neighbors with whom
it has more movements. So, w

i

is the number of movements be-
tween v and its i-th neighbor. In our data, many of the edges have
only one movement. This inspired us to try another weight based

on IATs.
wvRN(minIAT) uses the normalized minimum inter-arrival times

(IAT) between two IP addresses. It makes sense for IAT to be a
good indicator for the distance between two nodes since the longer
the IAT, the longer distance the user has potentially moved (sans
traffic). For a given node v, we denote the minimum IAT on all
edges of a node v with minIAT

v

. Then, the weight on the move-
ment between v and its neighbor i is defined as

w

i

= minIATv
min(t),8t2IAT (v,i) ,

where IAT (v, i) returns the list of IATs between v and i.
wvRN Equations: Given a node v, its neighbors Nbr(v), and

the weights on the edges between v and its neighbors (where w

i

is the weight on the edge from v to its i-th neighbor), we use the
following equations to predict latitude and longitude values for v:

latitude(v) =
P

i2Nbr(v) wi⇥latitude(i)
P

i2Nbr(v) wi

longitude(v) =
P

i2Nbr(v) wi⇥longitude(i)
P

i2Nbr(v) wi

Restricting Inter-arrival Times on IPs with One Known Neigh-
bor: Like most real-world networks, the IP movement graph has a
skewed degree distribution (see Figure 3), with many nodes having
only one neighbor. By putting a constraint on the IAT of IPs with
only one neighbor (say that the IAT has to be less than or equal
to 60 min), we can effectively prune the noisy links from the IP
movement graph. The only issue here is that with pruning, one also
reduces the size of the inference set. We explore this issue in-depth
in Section 4.

3.3 Assigning Census Block Groups as Prox-
ies for Location

We infer the location of a hashed public IP address at the Cen-
sus Block Group (CBG) level instead of the hlatitude, longitudei
level. The US Census Bureau defines a census block as the smallest
geographic unit used in tabulation of data collected from all resi-
dences. The US (including Puerto Rico) has about 8.2M census
blocks. As the name suggests, a CBG is a group of census blocks,
which are close geographically and never cross state or county
boundaries. The US (including Puerto Rico) has about 212K CBGs,
each containing an average of 39 blocks and between 600 and 3000
people.4 We decided to infer location at the CBG level because:
(1) it provides a more consistent labeling (as in location) for IP ad-
dresses; (2) it allows incorporation of external data that uses census
data such as demographics; and (3) in the majority of mobile ap-
plications (e.g. mobile ads), this level of location information is
sufficient for a successful campaign.

Given the predicted hlatitude, longitudei of an IP address from
wvRN (see previous section), we need a method for assigning a
CBG ID to it. Our procedure, a k-nearest neighbor approach, is as
follows:

Inputs:

• Location of interest, loc = hlat, loni

• For each CBG i in the US, i’s centroid c

i

= hlat
i

, lon

i

i and
i’s area a

i

in km

Output: The CBG ID that contains loc
4These numbers are from the 2000 census. For more details on
CBGs, see http://www.census.gov/.
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wvRN Equations 
•  Inputs 

• Node v 

•  Its neighbors Nbr(v) 

• Weights W on the edges between v and its neighbors 

• wvRN equations 
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IP 

Does 3rd party database 
say IP is mobile? 

Yes 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

No 

Does the IP appear outside 
radius r in 24 hours? 

IP is classified 
as mobile 

IP is classified 
as non-mobile 

Yes No 

Figure 2: Decision Procedure for determining if an IP address
is mobile or non-mobile. The extra condition on whether an
IP is non-mobile is added because mobile IP addresses tend to
change position more quickly than non-mobile IP addresses [1].

NUID appears at hIP
A

, t1i and hIP
A

, t2i, but we do not consider
this is a movement and do not add an edge between them.

There may be multiple movements between two nodes in our IP
movement network. For each edge in our movement network, we
keep track the number of movements and inter-arrival times (IATs)
between them. Number of movements is the number of times that
we observe one NUID use the first IP and then change to using the
second IP. IAT of a movement is the time gap between the appear-
ances of NUID when it changes from one IP address to another.
Since there are multiple movements between, we actually have dis-
tributions of IATs over the edges. However, in our experiments, we
only use the minimum IAT of all movements on an edge since a
smaller IAT indicates a smaller distance.

3.2 Employing Local Relational Classifiers
When inferring location on the IP⇥IP movement graph, it is de-

sirable to do inference locally. This is because (1) the farther out
one moves in this movement graph, the farther away one gets ge-
ographically; and (2) the movement graph is often very large so
non-local approaches can be computationally burdensome.

For our local relational classifier, we utilize wvRN, which stands
for weighted-vote Relational Neighbor classifier [6]. wvRN esti-
mates class membership probabilities using the assumption of ho-
mophily (i.e., like attracts like) in the network data. Given the exis-
tence of homophily, wvRN performs well when compared to more
complex classifiers [6].

The key for our inference problem is what weight to use in wvRN.
We consider two weights: number of movements and minimum
IAT. We refer to the former as wvRN(numMoves) and the latter
as wvRN(minIAT).
wvRN(numMoves) uses the number movements between two

IP addresses as the weight in wvRN. The intuition behind this weight
is that a node v will be closer in distance to its neighbors with whom
it has more movements. So, w

i

is the number of movements be-
tween v and its i-th neighbor. In our data, many of the edges have
only one movement. This inspired us to try another weight based

on IATs.
wvRN(minIAT) uses the normalized minimum inter-arrival times

(IAT) between two IP addresses. It makes sense for IAT to be a
good indicator for the distance between two nodes since the longer
the IAT, the longer distance the user has potentially moved (sans
traffic). For a given node v, we denote the minimum IAT on all
edges of a node v with minIAT

v

. Then, the weight on the move-
ment between v and its neighbor i is defined as

w

i

= minIATv
min(t),8t2IAT (v,i) ,

where IAT (v, i) returns the list of IATs between v and i.
wvRN Equations: Given a node v, its neighbors Nbr(v), and

the weights on the edges between v and its neighbors (where w

i

is the weight on the edge from v to its i-th neighbor), we use the
following equations to predict latitude and longitude values for v:

latitude(v) =
P

i2Nbr(v) wi⇥latitude(i)
P

i2Nbr(v) wi

longitude(v) =
P

i2Nbr(v) wi⇥longitude(i)
P

i2Nbr(v) wi

Restricting Inter-arrival Times on IPs with One Known Neigh-
bor: Like most real-world networks, the IP movement graph has a
skewed degree distribution (see Figure 3), with many nodes having
only one neighbor. By putting a constraint on the IAT of IPs with
only one neighbor (say that the IAT has to be less than or equal
to 60 min), we can effectively prune the noisy links from the IP
movement graph. The only issue here is that with pruning, one also
reduces the size of the inference set. We explore this issue in-depth
in Section 4.

3.3 Assigning Census Block Groups as Prox-
ies for Location

We infer the location of a hashed public IP address at the Cen-
sus Block Group (CBG) level instead of the hlatitude, longitudei
level. The US Census Bureau defines a census block as the smallest
geographic unit used in tabulation of data collected from all resi-
dences. The US (including Puerto Rico) has about 8.2M census
blocks. As the name suggests, a CBG is a group of census blocks,
which are close geographically and never cross state or county
boundaries. The US (including Puerto Rico) has about 212K CBGs,
each containing an average of 39 blocks and between 600 and 3000
people.4 We decided to infer location at the CBG level because:
(1) it provides a more consistent labeling (as in location) for IP ad-
dresses; (2) it allows incorporation of external data that uses census
data such as demographics; and (3) in the majority of mobile ap-
plications (e.g. mobile ads), this level of location information is
sufficient for a successful campaign.

Given the predicted hlatitude, longitudei of an IP address from
wvRN (see previous section), we need a method for assigning a
CBG ID to it. Our procedure, a k-nearest neighbor approach, is as
follows:

Inputs:

• Location of interest, loc = hlat, loni

• For each CBG i in the US, i’s centroid c

i

= hlat
i

, lon

i

i and
i’s area a

i

in km

Output: The CBG ID that contains loc
4These numbers are from the 2000 census. For more details on
CBGs, see http://www.census.gov/.
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4. Assigning CBGs as Proxies for Location 

•  Infer location of a hashed public IP address at the 
CBG level and not at the ⟨latitude, longitude⟩ level 

• Why use CBG ? 
1.  It provides a more consistent labeling (as in location) 

for IPs  

2.  It allows incorporation of external data that uses 
census data such as demographics 

3.  In the majority of mobile applications, this level of 
location information is sufficient for a successful 
campaign 
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A k-Nearest Neighbor Approach for Assigning 
a CBG ID to a ⟨lat, lon⟩ 

•  Inputs 
•  Location of interest 

•   loc = ⟨lat, lon⟩ 
•  For each CBG i in the US,  

•  i’s centroid: ci = ⟨lati, loni⟩ 
•  i’s area ai in km 

•  Output 
•  The CBG ID that contains loc  
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•  Procedure 
1.  C = centroids of the k nearest CBGs 

to loc 
2.  For j in C 

•  Calculate the distance between loc 
& centroid of the jth nearest CBG 
•  dj = distance(loc, cj)

•  Calculate the radius of CBG 
corresponding to the jth centroid  
•  rj = sqrt(aj / π)

•  Calculate the ratio of distance over 
radius 
•  ratioj = dj / rj

3.  Return the CBG ID corresponding to 
min(ratioj), for all j in C  

Recap of Hyperlocal* 
1.  Classify IPs as mobile vs. non-mobile 
2.  Construct a movement graph with mobile and 

non-mobile IP nodes 
3.  Use a local relational classifier on each unknown 

node to infer latitude and longitude  
4.  Assign Census Block Group (CBG) ID to the 

inferred latitude and longitude using a k-nearest 
neighbor approach 

42 Mining Data from Mobile Devices / Papadimitriou, Eliassi-Rad 

* http://eliassi.org/papers/le-lbsn13.pdf 

Experiments 
• Experiments are divided into nine combinations of 
infer location for X using Y  

• Values for X are ‘all IPs’, ‘mobile IPs’, and ‘non-
mobile IPs’  

• Values for Y are ‘all neighbors’, ‘mobile neighbors’, 
and ‘non-mobile neighbors’  

• Measure accuracy by checking the predicted CBG 
ID vs. the actual CBG ID of an IP  
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Implementation & Runtime 
• Hardware & OS: Macbook Pro with  

• CPU 2.66 GHz Intel Core i7 

• RAM 8 GB DDR3 

•  hard drive 500 GB SSD 

• OS X 10.8 

• Language: Python 
• Supporting Software: NetworkX & MongoDB 
• Runtime: On average 1.2 milliseconds to process 
each RTB request 
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Data Name Collection 
Date 

# RTB 
Requests with 

Valid US 
NUIDs 

% RTB 
Requests 
without 
Location 

% RTB 
Requests 

from  
Mobile IPs 

Oct-2012 Mon 
10/01/2012 44.1M 36.5% 57.3% 

Feb-2013 Wed 
02/06/2013 21.6M 56.7% 47.7% 

Data 

•  From Oct-2012 to Feb-2013 
•  # of RTB requests decreased by ~50%  

•  Due to reductions from SSPs 
•  # of requests without location information increased by ~55% 
•  # of requests from mobile IPs decreased by ~17% 

45 

All IPs are hashed public IP addresses. 
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IPs on the US Map 
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Oct-2012 Feb-2013 

Data Characteristics per SSP 
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SSP4 provides about 50% of the requests for both datasets. 

% Requests with and without Location 
Information per SSP 
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% Requests with Location % Requests without Location 

Oct-2012 Feb-2013 

•  None of the requests from SSP1 and SSP3 have location 
information.  

•  All the requests from SSP7 have location information.  

Oct-2012 Homophily per SSP 
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SSP1 
40% 

SSP3 
2% 

SSP4 
34% 

SSP5 
2% 

SSP6 
1% 

SSP7 
21% 

SSP1 
1% 

SSP3 
51% SSP4 

27% 

SSP5 
3% 

SSP6 
6% 

SSP7 
12% 

% IPs from SSP1 requests 
that connect to other SSPs 

% IPs from SSP3 requests 
that connect to other SSPs 

There is a considerable overlap 
with other SSPs that provide 

location information 
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Feb-2013 Homophily per SSP 
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SSP1 
40% 

SSP3 
3% 

SSP4 
34% 

SSP5 
14% 

SSP6 
6% 

SSP7 
3% 

SSP1 
1% 

SSP3 
50% 

SSP4 
23% 

SSP5 
6% 

SSP6 
18% 

SSP7 
2% 

% IPs from SSP1 requests 
that connect to other SSPs 

% IPs from SSP3 requests 
that connect to other SSPs 

There is a considerable overlap 
with other SSPs that provide 

location information  

Homophily in IP×IP Movement Graphs 
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that uses census data such as demographics; and (3) in the major-
ity of mobile applications (e.g., mobile ads), this level of location
information is sufficient for a successful campaign.

Given the predicted hlatitude, longitudei of an IP address from
wvRN (see previous section), we need a method for assigning a
CBG ID to it. Our procedure, a k-nearest neighbor approach, is as
follows:

Inputs:

• Location of interest, loc = hlat, loni

• For each CBG i in the US, i’s centroid ci = hlati, lonii and
i’s area ai in km

Output: The CBG ID that contains loc

Procedure:

1 C  centroids of the k nearest CBGs to loc

2 For j in C

dj  distance(loc, cj) // distance between loc and the
centroid of the j-th nearest CBG

rj  
p

(
aj

⇡ ) // CBG radius of the j-th centroid

ratioj  dj
rj

// ratio of distance to radius

3 Return the CBG ID corresponding to min(ratioj), 8j 2 C

Since we compute the latitude and longitude of an IP based on
neighboring IP addresses’ latitudes and longitudes, a location may
be returned that is in the middle of a lake, forest, or desert. In such
cases, the minimum ratio is high; and it is unreasonable to return a
CBG ID. Thus, our algorithm will return “unknown” in such cases.
Specifically, if the minimum ratio (

dj
rj
) is over a threshold t, our

procedure returns “unknown” for the CBG ID of the given IP. In our
experiments, the percentage of CBG IDs returned as “unknown”
was less than 1% with k = 5 and t = 2. See Section 4.

4. EXPERIMENTS
This section is organized as follows: data description, experi-

mental setup, results, and discussion.

4.1 Data Description
We conducted experiments on two real-world data sets. Table 1

lists the basic characteristics of each data set. For the experiments,
we only consider RTB requests with valid USA NUIDs. Recall
that NUID is the network exchange identifier. Each device has an
NUID; but it is not always provided by the RTB system. Also,
NUIDs for the same device may be different across different SSPs.

Figure 3 provides details about the data sets such as distribution
of RTB requests over SSPs, and the conditional distributions of
RTB requests over SSPs given only the requests with location, and
then given only the requests without location information. Recall
that we may not have location information for a request because
(1) the RTB system did not forward it, (2) the SSP did not forward
it, (3) the device did not capture it, or (4) the user did not enable
location-based services.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of requests with and without lo-
cation information per SSP. All requests from some SSPs – e.g.,
SSP1 and SSP3 – are without location information. On the other
hand, some SSPs – e.g., SSP7 – provide location information for
all of their requests.

Table 2: Homophily in IP ⇥ IP movement graphs. Homophily
is defined as the number of movements whose (IP) endpoints
are from the same SSP divided by the total number of all move-
ments. Homophily levels are high in both data sets. Movements
between mobile IPs have very high homophily.

Homophily Oct-2012 Feb-2013
All movements 96.5% 90.8%

Mobile to mobile movements 98.6% 99.2%
Non-mobile to non-mobile movements 86.9% 78.1%

Table 2 reports the amount of homophily (i.e., like attracting like)
in our IP⇥ IP movement graphs. We define homophily as the num-
ber of movements whose (IP) endpoints are from the same SSP di-
vided by the total number of all movements. Homophily is high
(greater than 90%) in both data sets. The Feb-2013 data has less
homophily (by ⇡ 5.7%) than the Oct-2012 data. Homophily be-
tween mobile IPs is very high (over 98%). Homophily between
non-mobile IPs is lower than that of mobile IPs (namely, 86.9% for
Oct-2012 and 78.1% for Feb-2013).

Given the high levels of homophily in the IP ⇥ IP movements
graphs, can we predict location for IPs whose requests are from
SSPs without location information? The answer to this question is
yes. We observe sufficient non-homophily in the graphs that if an
SSP does not have location information for its requests, we can still
predict location for its IPs (because its IPs are likely to be linked to
other IPs from SSPs with location information). Figure 5 depicts
this non-homophily for SSP1 and SSP3, which do not provide any
location information for their requests. More than 50% of IPs from
these SSPs have movements to IPs from other SSPs (which provide
location information).

4.2 Experimental Setup
We show results for two different methods: wvRN(minIAT)

and wvRN(numMoves). See Section 3 for details on these meth-
ods. Recall that we measure accuracy by checking the predicted
CBG ID vs. the actual CBG ID of an IP address.

We divide our experiments into nine combinations of: infer lo-
cation for X using Y . Values for X are ‘all IPs’, ‘mobile IPs’, and
‘non-mobile IPs’. Values for Y are ‘all neighbors’, ‘mobile neigh-
bors’, and ‘non-mobile neighbors’. As discussed before, these IPs
are all public IP addresses that have been hashed.

Figure 6 shows the degree distribution for these nine combina-
tions with all neighbors and with only known neighbors (i.e. neigh-
bors with location information) for the Oct-2012 data. The plots for
the Feb-2013 data are similar and were omitted for brevity. We ob-
serve that except for degree distribution over mobile IPs, the rest
follow power-law distributions with heavy tails. The mobile de-
gree distributions are different because we represent them as time-
stamped nodes (as described in Section 3.1).

Also, the distributions for all neighbors and known neighbors
are very similar. We do not observe sparsity around the neighbors
an IP. For example, in the Oct-2012 data approximately 70% of
an IP’s neighbors are known. Therefore, we do not attempt more
computationally expensive relational-learning methods like collec-
tive classification [9, 6, 5, 4].

ℎ!"!#ℎ!"# = !#!of!movements!whose!IP!endpoints!are!from!the!same!SSPtotal!#!of!movements  

There is a considerable homophily in the IP×IP movement graph 

Core Results: wvRN(minIAT) vs. wvRN(numMoves) 
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Table 3: Core results: wvRN(minIAT) vs. wvRN(numMoves). For each method, the highest accuracy values are in boldface. The
differences between the two methods are not statistically significant at the 0.05 level. The number of predictions varies depending on
the particular inference and the types of neighbors used in the inference process. Accuracy is lower when inferring on non-mobile
IPs or using them for inference because their homophily is lower (see Table 2). Radius r = 100m.

Accuracy Accuracy Number of % Mobile
Infer location for all IPs . . . wvRN(minIAT) wvRN(numMoves) Predictions in Predictions

Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013
using all neighbors 71.6 | 70.8 69.7 | 69.3 1,189,679 | 328,015 91.0% | 83.8%
using mobile neighbors 74.4 | 74.8 72.6 | 73.5 1,077,644 | 278,674 93.2% | 87.4%
using non-mobile neighbors 51.9 | 57.7 51.7 | 57.3 98,338 | 40,777 68.7% | 62.1%

Infer location for mobile IPs . . .
using all neighbors 74.2 | 75.0 72.3 | 73.6 1,082,566 | 274,900 100% | 100%
using mobile neighbors 76.6 | 79.1 74.7 | 77.9 1,004,601 | 243,630 100% | 100%
using non-mobile neighbors 50.4 | 54.7 50.2 | 54.5 67,553 | 25,323 100% | 100%

Infer location for non-mobile IPs . . .
using all neighbors 45.5 | 49.0 44.0 | 46.8 107,113 | 53,115 0% | 0%
using mobile neighbors 44.0 | 45.1 42.5 | 43.0 73,043 | 35,044 0% | 0%
using non-mobile neighbors 55.4 | 62.7 55.0 | 62.0 30,785 | 15,454 0% | 0%

Table 4: Inference over IPs with one known neighbor and IAT  60 minutes. Accuracy results for are shown wvRN(numMoves).
The highest accuracy values are in boldface. Restricting IAT to  60 minutes improves accuracy by an average of 12% on Oct-2012
and 23% on Feb-2013 data; but reduces the number of predictions by an average of 4 times for Oct-2012 and 5 times for Feb-2012.
See Table 5 for these differences. Radius r = 100m.

Accuracy Number of % Mobile
Infer location for all IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT  60min . . . wvRN(numMoves) Predictions in Predictions

Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013
using all neighbors 72.7 | 76.0 606,274 | 179,294 92.4% | 87.1%
using mobile neighbors 75.4 | 79.0 546,498 | 154,610 94.3% | 90.4%
using non-mobile neighbors 52.6 | 59.2 86,981 | 35,073 74.1% | 68.3%

Infer location for mobile IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT  60min . . .

using all neighbors 74.7 | 78.7 559,976 | 156,226 100% | 100%
using mobile neighbors 77.1 | 81.9 515,575 | 139,714 100% | 100%
using non-mobile neighbors 51.3 | 55.9 64,495 | 23,939 100% | 100%

Infer location for non-mobile IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT  60min . . .

using all neighbors 49.1 | 57.5 46,298 | 23,068 0% | 0%
using mobile neighbors 46.9 | 51.5 30,923 | 14,896 0% | 0%
using non-mobile neighbors 56.3 | 66.5 22,486 | 11,134 0% | 0%

Table 5: Inference over IPs with one known neighbor and IAT > 60 minutes. Accuracy results for are shown wvRN(numMoves).
The highest accuracy values are in boldface. Allowing IAT of > 60 minutes decreases accuracy. This is because IAT on the movement
edge is correlated with distance. Radius r = 100m.

Accuracy Number of % Mobile
Infer location for all IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT > 60min . . . wvRN(numMoves) Predictions in Predictions

Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013 Oct-2012 | Feb-2013
using all neighbors 56.3 | 50.7 1,573,436 | 773,095 81.1% | 78.4%
using mobile neighbors 59.9 | 55.6 1,262,022 | 594,504 83.6% | 80.9%
using non-mobile neighbors 42.5 | 35.6 369,519 | 207,099 71.0% | 69.6%

Infer location for mobile IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT > 60min . . .

using all neighbors 59.5 | 55.2 1,275,406 | 605,948 100% | 100%
using mobile neighbors 63.0 | 61.7 1,055,269 | 481,151 100% | 100%
using non-mobile neighbors 43.5 | 31.6 262,188 | 144,226 100% | 100%

Infer location for non-mobile IPs with 1 known neighbor with IAT > 60min . . .

using all neighbors 42.8 | 34.8 298,030 | 167,147 0% | 0%
using mobile neighbors 44.2 | 30.0 206,753 | 113,353 0% | 0%
using non-mobile neighbors 40.3 | 44.9 107,331 | 62,873 0% | 0%

•  Differences between the two methods are not statistically significant 
at the 0.05 level  

•  Number of predictions varies depending on the particular inference 
and the neighbor types used in the inference process 

IATs on movement edges are correlated 
with distances 
• Shorter IAT, shorter distance 
• For IPs with only one known neighbor, restricting 
IAT to ≤ 60 minutes  
•  Improves accuracy by an average of 12% on Oct-2012 

and 23% on Feb-2013 data 

• Reduces the number of predictions by an average of 4 
times for Oct-2012 and 5 times for Feb-2012 

• Restricting IATs to > 60 minutes decrease accuracy 
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Correct (Blue) & Incorrect (Red) Classification 
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Oct-2012 Feb-2013 

Limitations of a Graph Mining Appraoch 
• Cannot infer location for IPs with no neighbors  

• Use other info – e.g., site visits; subnet info, etc. 

• Cannot infer location for IPs with no known 
neighbors 

• Use collective classification. 
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geolocalization based on its own proprietary technique.
Neither the details of the technique nor a sample dataset
are publicly available.

There are several graphical traceroute tools that of-
fer the geographical location of each intermediate router.
GTrace [16] successively uses DNS LOC entries, a pro-
prietary database of domain name to geographical lo-
cation mappings, NetGeo, and domain name country
codes, as available, to localize a given node. Visual-
Route [4] is a commercial traceroute tools that also offer
geographic localization of the nodes along the path.

2.2 REGION LOCALIZATION

GeoLim [11] derives the estimated position of a node by
measuring the network latency to the target from a set
of landmarks, extracts upper bounds on position based
on inter-landmark distance to latency ratios, and locates
the node in the region formed by the intersection of these
fixes to established landmarks. Since it does not use neg-
ative information, permit non-convex regions or handle
uncertainty, this approach breaks down as inter-landmark
distances increase.

In contrast, Octant provides a general framework for
combining both positive and negative constraints to yield
a small, bounded region in which a node is located. It dif-
fers from past work in that it enables negative informa-
tion to be used for localization, separates the selection
of a representative point estimate from the computation
of the feasible set of points in which a node might be
located, permits non-convex solution areas, and aggres-
sively harvests constraints from network latency mea-
surements.

Topology-based Geolocation (TBG) [13] uses the
maximum transmission speed of packets in fiber to con-
servatively determine the convex region where the target
lies from network latencies between the landmarks and
the target. It additionally uses inter-router latencies on
the landmarks to target network paths to find a physi-
cal placement of the routers and target that minimizes
inconsistencies with the network latencies. TBG relies
on a global optimization that minimizes average posi-
tion error for the routers and target. This process can
introduce error in the target position in an effort to re-
duce errors on the location of the intermediate routers.
Octant differs from TBG by providing a geometric solu-
tion technique rather than one based on global optimiza-
tion. This enables Octant to perform geolocalization in
near real-time, where TBG requires significantly more
computational time and resources. A geometric solution
technique also allows Octant to seamlessly incorporate
exogenous geometric constraints stemming from, for ex-
ample, geography and demographics. This provides Oc-
tant with more sources of information for its geolocaliza-
tion compared to TBG.

Figure 1: Location representation in Octant. Octant rep-
resents the estimated target location as a region bounded
by a set of Bézier curves. Each curve a, b, c consists of
four control points P0, ..., P3 with P0 and P3 as the start
and end points respectively and P1 and P2 as control
points that help direct the curve. This figure requires a to-
tal of only nine control points to precisely define. Bézier
curves provide a compact way to represent large, com-
plex areas precisely. They also admit efficient intersec-
tion, union, and subtraction operations.

Localization has been studied extensively in wireless
systems. The wireless localization problem, however,
is significantly different from, and easier than, localiza-
tion on the Internet, as air is close to a perfect medium
with well-understood transmission characteristics. The
most comprehensive work on localization in wireless
networks is Sextant [12]. We share with Sextant the ba-
sic insight for accommodating both positive and nega-
tive constraints and enabling constraints to be used by
landmarks whose positions are not known definitively.
Octant differs substantially from Sextant in the various
mechanisms it uses to translate Internet measurements
to constraints, including its mapping of latencies to con-
straints, isolating last hop delays, and compensating for
indirect routes, among others.

3 FRAMEWORK
The goal of the Octant framework is to compute a re-
gion βi that comprises the set of points on the surface
of the globe where node i might be located. This es-
timated location region βi is computed based on con-
straints γ0 . . . γn provided to Octant.

A constraint γ is a region on the globe in which the
target node is believed to reside, along with an asso-
ciated weight that captures the strength of that belief.
The constraint region can have an arbitrary boundary,
as in the case of zipcode information extracted from
the WHOIS database or coastline information from a
geographic database. Octant represents such areas us-
ing Bézier-regions, which consist of adjoining piecewise

•  Locate IPs by  

•  representing node  
positions through regions, 

•  expressing constraints  
as areas, and 

•  computing locations by  
solving a system of geometric constraints 

• Relies on pings to estimate the round-trip time between  
two IPs 

Related Work [Wong et al. NSDI 2007] 
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B. Wong, I. Stoyanov, and E. G. Sirer. Octant: A comprehensive framework 
for the geolocalization of internet hosts. In NSDI, pages 23–23, 2007. 

Related Work [Wang et al. NSDI 2011] 

• A client-independent geo-location system 

•  Like [Wong et al. NSDI 2007]  
relies on pings to estimate the  
round-trip time between two IPs 

• Also relies on landmarks,  
which are collected manually 
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Y. Wang, D. Burgener, M. Flores, A. Kuzmanovic, and C. Huang. Towards street-
level client-independent IP geolocation. In NSDI, pages 27–27, 2011.  

Figure 1: An example of intersection created by distance
constraints

demonstrated that 2/3 c is a loose upper bound in practice
due to transmission delay, queuing delay etc. [15, 17].
Based on this observation, we adopt 4/9 c from [17] as
the converting factor between measured delay and geo-
graphical distance. We also demonstrate in Section 4,
by using this converting factor, we are always capable of
yielding a viable area covering the targeted IP.
Once we establish the distance from each vantage

point, i.e., ping server, to the target, we use multilater-
ation to build an intersection that covers the target using
known locations of these servers. In particular, for each
vantage point, we draw a ring centered at the vantage
point, with a radius of the measured distance between
the vantage point and the target. As we show in Section
4, this approach indeed allows us to always find a region
that covers the targeted IP.
Figure 1 illustrates an example. It geolocates a col-

lected target (we will elaborate the way of collecting the
targets in the wild in Section 4.1.2) whose IP address
is 38.100.25.196 and whose postal address is ’1850, K
Street NW, Washington DC, DC, 20006’. We draw rings
centered at the locations of our vantage points. The ra-
dius of each ring is determined by the measured distance
between the vantage point (the center of this ring) and the
target. Finally, we geolocate this IP in an area indicated
by the shaded region, which covers the target, as shown
in Figure 1.
Thus, by applying the CBG approach, we manage to

geolocate a region where the targeted IP resides. Ac-
cording to [17, 24], CBG achieves a median error be-
tween 143 km and 228km distance to the target. Since
we strive for a much higher accuracy, this is only the
starting point for our approach. To that end, we depart
from pure delay measurements and turn to the use of ex-
ternal information available on the Web. Our next goal is
to further determine a subset of ZIP Codes, i.e., smaller
regions that belong to the bigger region found via the

Vantage Point
Landmark

Target
Router

V1 V2

R2

R3
R1

D3

D4

D2D1

Figure 2: An example of measuring the delay between
landmark and target

CBG approach. Once we find the set of ZIP Codes, we
will search for additional websites served within them.
Our goal is to extract and verify the location information
about these locally-hosted Web services. In this way, we
obtain a number of accurate Web-based landmarks that
we will use in Tiers 2 and 3 to achieve high geolocation
accuracy.
To find a subset of ZIP Codes that belong to the given

region, we proceed as follows. We first determine the
center of the intersection area. Then, we draw a ring
centered in the intersection center with a diameter of 5
km. Next, we sample 10 latitude and longitude pairs at
the perimeter of this ring, by rotating by 36 degrees be-
tween each point. For the 10 initial points, we verify that
they belong to the intersection area as follows. Denote
by U the set of latitude and longitude pairs to be verified.
Next, denote by V the set of all vantage points, i.e., ping
servers, with known location. Each vantage point vi is
associated with the measured distance between itself and
the target, denoted by ri. We wish to find all u ∈ U that
satisfy

distance(u, vi) ≤ ri for all vi ∈ V

The distance function here is the great-circle distance
[23], which takes into account the earth’s sphericity and
is the shortest distance between any two points on the
surface of the earth measured along a path on the surface
of the earth. We repeat this procedure by further obtain-
ing 10 additional points by increasing the distance from
the intersection center by 5 km in each round (i.e., to 10
km in the second round, 15 km in the third etc.). The
procedure stops when not a single point in a round be-
longs to the intersection. In this way, we obtain a sample
of points from the intersection, which we convert to ZIP
Codes using a publicly available service [4]. Thus, with
the set of ZIP Codes belonging to the intersection, we
proceed to Tier 2.

3

Recap & Open Problems 
• Graph mining on just the structure of an IP×IP movement 

graph to infer locations, in terms of CBGs, for hashed public 
IP addresses produces an accuracy of ~75% 

• Results are impressive since estimating the correct CBG is 
out of 212K possibilities  

• Open problems 

•  Inference on truncated IP addresses 

• Constrained collective classification 
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These slides are made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-
ShareAlike license (CC BY-SA 3.0): 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 
 
You can share and remix this work, provided that you keep the attribution 
to the original authors intact, and that, if you alter, transform, or build 
upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same 
or similar license to this one. 
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